Alumni Speaks

Name: C DHINESH BABU
Company joined: Cognizant Technology Solutions (CTS)
YEAR: 2010 – 2014
Feedback:
It was 4 years of fruitful learning I got here that put me in a position where I am in now. It
was not just the learning that we got here, but also the exposure and guidance from the
experienced staff.
The staff and the management were very supportive throughout the span of 4 years that
helped us build the knowledge. The staffs were ready to guide us in all possible ways which I
am really thankful about.
Special thanks to placement related trainings and placement related sessions which molded
us to face the recruitment process in an effective manner.
Thanks again to the Staffs, management for building my future.

Name :Vinodini M S
Company joined: Assistant System Engineer ,
TATA Consultancy Services
Year : 2012-2016

Feedback:
It's very proud for me to express my gratitude to my department in the way of feedback. The
way the professors teach with real time examples made me to get a broad view on
technologies. The environment in the college is very pleasant which tends everyone to learn in
a comfortable way. The students, I am free to attend seminars, events, project contest in inter
college as well as intra college level. The innovation team - Internet of Things (IoT) in my
department made me to develop products in high level and they are very supportive to students
and always encourage them to make new stuffs. Not only in technical aspect, our department
very much interested in social activities also, had which in turn rooted the awareness on society
in student's mind. I am so happy that I am working in a place where I can implement what I
have learnt in my department.
Thank you so much for everyone in my department who has been ladder for me to reach the
heights.

Name: K S ANANDA SESSUN
Company joined: ARICENT TECHNOLOGIES
(HOLDINGS) LIMITED

YEAR: 2013-2017
Feedback:
The teachers are very motivate and encourage students in the way what we want to become, It
boosts our learning process. Also we got freedom to organize and participate various events
which increase our performance and polish our skills that help us to grow as professionals. The
staffs were always very helpful and considerate. Classes have been great, dynamic and fun.
Thank you so much. Words can’t convey my gratitude

Name: S.S.Sriram Prasath
Company joined: Tessolve Semiconductor Banglore
YEAR: 2012- 2016

Feedback:
Excellent exposure to every kind of facilities like Library and technical things. The Professors
and the management were very transparent and supportive in Studies wise and Placement side
also.
The Staff were ready to guide us in all possible ways which I am really thankful about and that
is helped us to build the good knowledge. Special thanks to placement related trainings and
placement related sessions which moulded us to face the recruitment process in an effective
manner.
Thanks again to the Professors, management for building my future.

Name

: RAMYA S

Designation : Faculty
Institute

: Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT), Trichy

Batch

: 2009 - 2013

Feedback:
It gives me an immense feeling to give the feedback about my department. First of all, I
would like to thank all the Faculty Members of ECE Department, who guided us throughout
our college life. They transferred their knowledge to us in all the possible ways (classroom
training, lab sessions, seminars, workshops, placement classes, etc.). They were very
supportive during our placement time. They trained us in such a way to face all the competitive
exams like GATE, IES, ISRO, etc. They guided us when we wanted to pursue our higher
education.

Besides, we had a wonderful infrastructure with smart classrooms, well-equipped labs,
department library, water dispensers at the vicinity, etc. Here, I would like to mention about
our lab technicians, who helped us a lot in understanding each concepts by doing it practically.
Finally, I would like to thank our HOD, Dr.V.Kejalakshmi, for creating us a very good
environment to study.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to show my gratitude.

Name: Darshan M S
Compancy joined : Chain-sys India Pvt. Ltd.
Year: 2013-2017
Feedback:
I, Darshan M S, Graduated as an Electronics & Communication Engineer in the year
2017. For the period of 4 years, my department of ECE provided me Golden Days of exploring
new stuffs. My department guided me in all the ways that would possibly a High Rated
Institution can do. My department conducted several Workshops and Technical Programmes
not only in core, but also in various programming languages and to have Hands-On in the latest
and emerging technologies. Thanks to those.
In addition to it, the Placement cell provided me a Good Platform to expose
my learning’s and talents and to get placed in a Top Tier company in Chennai, Chainsys India Pvt. Ltd. as an Oracle Technical Consultant. I would like to thank my HOD
Dr.V.Kejalakshmi for providing various opportunities to Learn, Explore and Innovate things.
And, I thank all the Teaching and Non-Teaching Staffs for providing a pleasant and great
environment to learn. Thanks for supporting me.

